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2  **Well-founded Fear**

- Burden of proof
- Standard of proof
- Meaning of ‘fear’
- Credibility and truthfulness
  - Plausibility
  - Corroboration
  - Quality of narrative
- Future risk
  - Relevance of past events
  - Identifying risk
  - Future activities
- Refugees *sur place*
- Bad faith claims

3  **Being Persecuted**

- Individual impact
- The bifurcated approach
- Actors of persecution
- Concept of serious harm
  - Role of human rights standards
  - Nature or repetition
  - Discrimination
  - European Union Qualification Directive definition
- Examples of persecution
  - Physical harm
  - Liberty and freedom
  - Dignity and autonomy

4  **Protection and Relocation**

- Dual and multiple nationality
- Internal or external protection
- Unwilling or unable
- Agents of the state
- Source of protection
- Degree of protection
- Internal flight, relocation or protection
  - Internal flight or relocation
  - Internal protection
## Reasons for Persecution

Causation
- Intention of persecutor
- Predicament of persecuted person
- Multiple grounds
- Imputed or attributed convention grounds
- Concealment of convention grounds

Role of the convention grounds
- Transformative effect
- Prosecution and persecution
- Military service cases

The convention grounds
- Race
- Religion
- Nationality
- Membership of a particular social group
- Political opinion

## Cessation and Exclusion

Cessation clauses
- Voluntary acquisition of protection
- Change of circumstances

Exclusion clauses
- Article 1D: Palestinian refugees
- Article 1E: Equivalent protection
- Article 1F: Exclusion on moral grounds

## Rights of Refugees

Scheme of refugee rights
- Reservations
- Degree of attachment
- Standards of equivalence

Substance of rights
- Right to asylum
- Entry without penalization
- Non-refoulement
- Non-expulsion
- Rights to integration
- Family unity
- Rescue at sea
## 8 Refugee Status Determination
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